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About This Game

Grav Blazer Squared is an arcade space shooter with a focus on fast paced action. Players will experience procedurally
generated levels with increasing difficulty. To beat a sector all space bases need to be defeated. Each base will constantly

construct enemy ships to defend themselves and the ship type and strength is determined by what sector you are in. Skill based
firing mechanics, rotational controlled power attacks, increasing level difficulty, and endless procedurally generated levels are

some of the features players will experience.

Special Features:
*New Special Attack

*All new graphic approach
*New Mini Map

*Procedurally generated levels
*Rotational controlled, skill based firing mechanics

*Endless levels with increasing difficulty
*Rotational controlled, skill based special attacks
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This game is a painfully obvious asset flip, despite frequent initial updates that are sure to dry up when the cash grab is over. It
does do some things "almost" right - i.e. the interiors of space stations look suitably gritty, grimy and surprisingly alive, with the
inhabitants doing stuff and shuffling to and fro. (Unlike some games *coughNMScough* whose NPCs can't manage to get out
of their chairs or walk a few steps or do much of anything). The impression is, however, severely marred by low-res textures
and blurry graphics that would look dated about a decade ago, much less in 2018.

Things don't get much better in space looks-wise. Space looks "merely OK", it has neither the fidelity of Elite Dangerous nor
the campy and colorful sci-fi pulp novel feel of NMS. Stations' models are OK, but textures are atrocious; likewise with the
spaceships. You'd think something bought "off the rack" and made by pros would look better, but I guess DBK decided to save a
buck and buy lower-quality assets to flip. Of particular note is the atrocious warp effect that both looks bad and takes forever.
You are forced into first-person perspective (revealing a horribly dated cockpit) and then have to sit and watch as a golden ring
(straight out of Sonic) spawns ahead of your ship, then your ship lumbers up to it, and finally jumps to its destination.

Which brings me to the main reason for the thumbs down, namely spaceflight. One would expect that in a SPACE SIM,
spaceflight would be given proper attention. Not so in the case of Spacebourne. Your ship doesn't handle like a ship; in fact, it
doesn't handle like any kind of a vehicle would. Momentum doesn't exist; essentially, you are controlling a first- or third-person
shooter character that is shaped like a spaceship. Hit any of the direction buttons, and you instantly accelerate to max speed; let
go, and you stop dead. There is supposed to be joystick support, but it doesn't work right now; not that it is needed - the action
part of the game (space combat) is best played with keyboard and mouse.

There is also a completely unnecessary division between "automatic" spaceflight (where you click the mouse on stuff in space to
make your ship do things - collect loot, mine asteroids, etc.) and "manual" spaceflight (where you control the ship directly). The
latter is needed for combat, and you'd think you would automatically switch into it when enemies are present - but no, you need
to toggle between the two modes manually, wasting time.

There's a story in the game... somewhere, buried under unfinished and poorly done translation from Turkish. Maybe it even has
some poignancy to it, but it's impossible to take seriously between straining to read the atrocious font and "Engrish" moments
that happen every five minutes. There even is a whole section where you are told what you need to do in order to progess... in
Turkish. Perhaps in its native language, the narrative flows better, but I wouldn't know.

In conclusion this game is not worth even the discounted asking price, and probably never will be. As any self-respecting asset
flip, I expect it will die on the vine and be abandoned a couple months hence. Avoid. There are better alternatives out there.. I
had hoped that this game would show some progress but it has seen little attention.

I paid 50 cent for it on sale.

Aside from the lack luster graphics the most annoying part of this game was maintaining basic survival needs. Unlike a human
who has a bag and can store food and water you are an animal. Which that is fine provided that you make it easy to find food
and water. Also as a player we need more warning to hunger and thirst. By the time I was thirsty it was too late. I could not find
water fast enough to survive. Their needs to be more prey in the game and when your wolf is hungry or thirst his wolfy instincts
should kick in to help the player find food and water. This could be a glowing path or just an arrow pointing to water. Heck it
could be a sent trail for prey.
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I have hope for this game but not unless it sees some Dev attention.. Twin-Stick Madness

Zenzizenzic is a fun and engaging Twin-Stick Bullet Hell experience that supports local co-op for two players. Unfortunately,
the game has a few glaring issues. The game music that’s played is fine, but pretty quickly I found myself turning the music off,
so that I could listen to my own music in the background. Two other features you should be aware of are the Steam
Leaderboards and it possesses 210 Steam Achievements. These two factors alone do increase the replay value of the game
tremendously.

Click this link to read the full Review:
http://www.gamerheadlines.com/reviews/zenzizenzic/. I liked the game other than nobody plays it, so online in dead.
Would be so much fun with updates and more people online. Looks great,plays great! Well designed,very funny and
entertaining. And I found that out in only 15 min of playtime just to find out it's dead and there's only 1 guy playing
multiplayer! Great game with wasted potential.... the game is bad. They stolen my steam money. the servers are empty thers no
more too say about this game. I WANT MY MONEY BACK.. Hero and Daughter' is a silly game at its core, so don't expect a
serious storyline. The interactions and cut scenes are fun though, and there's a ton of characters (girls) for you to choose from
for you team.

Once you unlock them by finding enough Summon Stone's that is.

Beyond that, the game's a dungeon crawler that has you repeatedly delving into four different areas (based on your level),
gathering treasure, fighting monsters, and moving toward the Dark Lord at the end of the fourth dungeon. Simple, but hard to
put down. For the price, definitely recommend it.. super grate dlc butt little hard to fish nothern pike in ny. This game is
absolute trash... dont buy it. i honestly dont know how it got in my library.

Meh music
horrible controls and camera
barely any objective and trash level design
the game looks trash with clashing art styles

its just UGH! so bad!
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I don't know why this pack isn't in a Bundle with the Woodhead Line - it's great. Yes it features the same sound & cab as the 76,
but I honestly prefer the 77's. They have a sense of High Speed to them & come in three different liveries - BR Black, BR
Green & BR Blue. It also has 4 challenging scenario's, but sadly one of them is broken. The '7:32 from Leicester' loads up, but is
apparantly missing something...

None-the-less, this pack is perfect if you want more Electric Action on the Woodhead Line, like high speed express runs, or
simply want to spend a bit of pocket money. Yes it's similar to a loco you may have, but it's great & the scenario's make the
pack worthwhile in my eyes.. This was a great game, I wish there were more games like it. I started playing this at night before
bed and the calming scenery helped me relax. This game maybe a bit tricky to grasp the first time you play but it grows on you.
HELL does it grow on you.

I WOULD PERSONALLY RECOMMENDED THIS GAME TO ANY SONIC FAN NEW OR OLD!

Although even if this game has been memed to oblivion or hated by some of the sonic fans who prefer the classic over the 3D
stuff let me put all your minds at rest this is a true review and from what my first impression is.

We all give this game hate like we do Shadow The Hedgehog but if you think about it. The old 2006 Shadow The Hedgehog had
more character to it than say Sonic Boom. Sonic Forces is no different. Although I may say the controls are a bit
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed at times and some stage layouts are a bit "Momentum Killing" with the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t pits and enemy placements but this game in my rating is 9\/10.

It has character, charm and a kickass sound track. Tracks like "Spaceport" to name just one. The story is fine and sometimes the
controls bites your hand but soon you get used to "Non-lock on homing attacks" or the boost and other mechanics like the
gunplay.

The pros for this game outweigh the cons compared to the other sonic games like 06 or Boom.
SEGA at least TRIED to make a sonic game with Sonic Forces. AT LEAST THEY TRIED! Even if some people think they
failed and killed the franchise I think differently.

PICK UP THE GAME AND PLAY IT FOR YOURSELF.
Controller Recommended. Play the three shadow stages first then start the main story.. This game is amazing!

The mechanics is very interesting and unique AND at the same time it's DETERMINISTIC!
Don't read reviews, where they think it's luck based, it's not. There's also a guide here that proves it.

If you're a logic guy, absolutely buy it!. This game is a tremendous amount of fun. It's also challenging, so don't expect an easy
game.
The game also is recommended if you enjoy games with humor, and pop culture references.
. worst game ever. GAME DOESNT WORK... DONT BUY THIS GAME !!. Definitely worth a look - gives you a very
interesting experience in the editor's seat at a newspaper; in a country not that distant from the realms of reality... The extremely
poor combat wrecks what should be a very good game.
So much of this game has promise, but the lack of a block essentially locks you into strange clunky mobility (There's no
backwards dash) to avoid enemies, and the addition of fall damage to a platformer that's primarily vertical just makes it feel bad
to play.
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